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In a preceding paper the authors characterized the continuous linear Banach 
space operators, which are up to similarity a restriction of an operator generalized 
scalar in the sense of Colojoara and Foias, as those operators TEL(X), for which 
T,: b(@, X) --) B(C, A’), f -+ (z - T)f 
is a topological monomorphism. In the present paper it is shown that an operator 
TEL(X) is a quotient of a generalized scalar operator if and only if 
T,:d’(a:)~)x+tp’(C)~X, u+(z-T)u 
is onto. The situation which arises, if the complex plane is replaced by the real line, 
is clarified and applications to division problems for vector valued distributions on 
the real line are given. An example of an operator is given, which is both a restric- 
tion and a quotient of a generalized scalar operator, but which is even not strongly 
decomposable. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
In a preceding paper [lo] we proved for a generalized scalar operator 
TEL(X) on a complex Banach space X that the map 
T,: &(C, X) + b(@, X), f+ (z- T)f 
is a topological monomorphism and that the map 
580/84/1-g 
T;: S’(C)~X+&(C)~X, u -+ (z - T) u 
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is onto. Moreover, we proved that the first property characterizes precisely 
the operators occurring as restrictions of generalized scalar operators and 
we gave applications of the second property to division problems for vector 
valued distributions. Starting point for our work was a result [14] of the 
second author showing that hyponormal operators are restrictions of 
generalised scalar operators. 
In the present note we shall show that the second property characterizes 
precisely the operators occurring as quotients of generalized scalar 
operators. This situation should be compared with corresponding results 
obtained by E. Albrecht and the first named author in [2]. Here it was 
shown that a continuous linear operator TEL(X) is a restriction of an 
operator decomposable in the sense of C. Foias if and only if 
T;: O(U, X) -+ O( U, X) 
is a topological monomorphism for each open set U in C, and that 
TEL(X) is a quotient of a decomposable operator if and only if 
Tz:O’(U)~X+Ot(U)~X 
is onto for each open set U in @ (cf. also Corollary 1.3.4 in [9]). Notice 
that in the P-case nothing is changed, if we demand the above conditions 
not only globally on C, but locally for each open subset of @. 
In the second part of the present paper we study the situation which 
arises if the complex plane is replaced by the real line. We prove that for a 
generalized scalar operator TE L(X) the map 
T,: b(R, X) + cf(R, X) 
is a topological monomorphism if and only if the map 
T,: Sr(R)@ X+ &(R)@ X 
is onto, and that this is the case if and only if the operator T decomposes 
into a real part and a decidedly non-real part, or more precisely, if 
a(T) n R is an open and closed subset of O(T). As an example of an 
application we characterize those polynomials P( t, A) = t” + al (1) t”- ’ + 
. . . + a, (A) with bounded measurable functions on a given measure space B 
as coefficients, for which the multiplication operator 
is onto. 
It is well known that a continuous linear operator, which is at the same 
time similar to a restriction and to a quotient of a decomposable operator, 
is decomposable itself. In part 3 we show that the corresponding result for 
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generalized scalar operators fails to be true. Using results from potential 
theory we exhibit an example of an operator, which is both a restriction 
and a quotient of a generalized scalar operator, but which is even not 
strongly decomposable. At the same time this is an example of an operator 
which is decomposable, but not strongly decomposable. A first example of 
the last mentioned type was constructed by E. Albrecht in [ 11. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a complex Banach space and let L(X) be the Banach algebra of 
all continuous linear operators on X. For an open set U in C we denote by 
O( U, X) (b( U, X)) the Frechet space of all analytic (infinitely differentiable) 
functions on U with values in X. As usual we identify O’( U)6X 
(S’(U)&X), where O’(U) (S'(U)) denotes the strong dual, with the 
space Lb (O( U), X) (Lb(8( U), X)) of all continuous linear operators from 
cO( U) (b(U)) into X endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on 
all bounded subsets. We say that a continuous linear operator TEL(X) 
satisfies Bishop’s property (8) [4], if 
T,: O(U,X)+ O(U,X), f- (z - T)"f 
is a topological monomorphism for each open set U in C. The operator T 
is said to possess property (6) if 
Tz:O'(U)~X+O'(U)~X, u+(z-T)u 
is onto for each open set U in C, or equivalently (Corollary 1.3.4 in [9]), if 
X=X,(0,)+ ... +x,(qJ 
holds for each finite open cover @ = U, u ... u U, of C. For a closed set F 
in @ the linear space 
X,(F)={XEX;XET,(O(@\F,X))} 
is called the spectral subspace of T belonging to F. If 
T,:I(U, X)+ &(U, X) 
is a topological monomorphism for each open set U in C, the operator T is 
said to possess property (/?)8. An operator TEL(X) is said to be decom- 
posable, if it satisfies both property (/I) and property (6). It is called 
strongly decomposable, if TJ X,(F) is decomposable for each closed subset 
F of C. 
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An operator TE L(X) is called generalized scalar, if there is a continuous 
algebra homomorphism 
@: b(C) + L(X) 
such that Q(1) = I and @p(z) = T. By a restriction of a generalized scalar 
operator we shall always mean an operator which is similar to the restric- 
tion of a generalized scalar operator onto one of its closed invariant sub- 
spaces. Analogously, a quotient of a generalized scalar operator is an 
operator which is similar to a quotient of a generalized scalar operator 
modulo one of its closed invariant subspaces. 
As in [lo] for an open set U in @ and an integer n 20 we denote by 
Wn( U) the Sobolev type space 
W(U) = { fE Lz( U); &f e L*( U) for i = 0, . . . . n ), 
which is a Hilbert space with respect to the norm 
Here II II *, u is of course the usual L*-norm on U. One can show that the 
canonical topology of d(U) is generated by the seminorms 
where n runs through all non-negative integers and Q ranges over all 
relatively compact open subsets of U. 
For the original definitions and a detailed study of decomposable and 
generalized scalar operators the reader is referred to the monographs 
C5, 181. 
1. QUOTIENTS OF GENERALIZED SCALAR OPERATORS 
Let TE L(X) be a continuous linear operator on a complex Banach 
space. We shall say that T has a generalized scalar lifting, if there is a 
generalized scalar operator SE L,(Y) on a suitable Banach space Y and a 
surjective continuous linear operator 
which intertwines T and S. Clearly, this is equivalent to the fact that T is a 
quotient of a generalized scalar operator. 
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THEOREM 1.1. A continuous linear operator TE L(X) has a generalized 
scalar lifting if and only if 
ay@)gxA B’(@)&X 
is onto. 
Proof If SE L(Y) is a generalized scalar lifting of T, then the diagram 
IBY I I ‘@4 a’(@@ Y-y+ E(C)@ Y 
is commutative and the operators S, and Z@q are surjective (Theorem 4.1 
in [lo] and Prop. 4.2 in [ 163). Hence Tz is surjective, too. 
Conversely, let us assume that 
&‘(@)@XA b’(@)&X 
is surjective. Then the rows and the columns in the commuting diagram 
0 0 
I I 
O-L------+ S’(C)@XA S’(@)(3X- 0 
i*@ I 
I I i* @ I 
o- K- cY(@)&XA ayc)gx- 0 
d’c+I 
I I P@I E’(@)6XA a’(c)@x--+ 0 
I I 
0 0 
where L, respectively K, simply denote the kernel of T, in O’(C)& X, 
respectively S’(C) 6 X, are exact, and consist of topological homo- 
morphisms (Sect. 33,6.(l) in [13], Prop. 4.2 in [16], Proof of Prop. 4.2 
in [lo]). 
Let B be a bounded set in L. We claim that there is a bounded set C in K 
with i* @Z(C) = B. Recall that each bounded set in the image of a 
topological epimorphism between (DF)-spaces is the image of a bounded 
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set (Prop. 4 in IV.3 of [ 121). Hence we can successively choose bounded 
sets M, in S’(c)&X with i* @Z(M,) = B and M2 in S’((E)&X with 
(a* @I) 0 T,(M,) = T,(M, ). By choosing for each element y E B an element 
x in (M, - a* 0 Z(M,)) n K with i* 0 Z(x) = y we obtain a bounded set C 
in K with i*@Z(C)=B. 
For an open set V on the Riemann sphere c denote by P( V, X) the 
closed subspace of O( V, X) consisting of all analytic functions vanishing at 
infinity. Define 
P({a},X)=i;dP(V,X), 
where V ranges over all open neighbourhoods of co, and define the con- 
tinuous linear operators 
T: P((co}, X)+X, [g] -+ lim zg(z). 
z-rm 
It is not difficult to see that 
P((co}, X)rP({co})~xXo’(C)@lx 
and that modulo these topological isomorphisms T,: Co’(@) 6 X + 
O’(c) & X is similar to H and the unique continuous linear operator 
a: O’(@)&X+X 
with il@ x + A( 1 )x (A E O’(c), x E X) is similar to r. Moreover, the induced 
mapping 
r:KerH-+X 
is obviously a topological isomorphism with the inverse 
X+Ker ZZ, x + [R(z, T) x]. 
From these observations we deduce that the induced map 1: L + X is a 
topological isomorphism. Therefore the unique continuous linear operator 
II: L?‘(@)@X+ X with Il(A@x)=A(l) x (AE&‘(@), XEX) induces a surjec- 
tive continuous linear operator 8: K -+ X. Since each bounded set in L can 
be lifted to a bounded set in K, we can find a bounded set B in K such that 
II(B) is the closed unit ball in X. 
If UE &‘(c)@X= L(&‘(C), X) with T,(u) =O, then the support of the 
distribution u is contained in a(T). To see this, take an element cp in 8(C) 
with supp (40) n tr( T) = @ and notice that 
u:b(p(T))+X 40) = 4&l 
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is a continuous linear operator with 
(T,u) (e) = u(z&p) - Tu(&p) = 0 
for all 8 E a( p( T)). This implies successively that u = R(z, T)T,o =0 and 
u(cp)=u(l)=O. 
If the bounded set B in K is chosen as above, then because 6’(C) is 
barreled the set B is an equicontinuous subset of L(b(@), X). Hence there 
is a bounded open neighbourhood U of o(T) such that for suitable 
nE N, c>o, 
holds for all f~ B(C) and u E B. Since the support of each distribution u E B 
is contained in a(T), each bounded open neighbourhood of a(T) can be 
chosen for U. Choose a function 8 E 9( U) with 8 = 1 on an open 
neighbourhood of a(T). For each u E B obtain a continuous linear operator 
if we define ii(f) = lim,, co u(f,J, where (f,,) is a sequence in 9(U) with 
14 _ m iv-e -f, II Wm. u = 0. It is easy to check that T,ii = 0 and ii I B(C) = u. 
Now we are ready to define a generalized scalar lifting for T. To this end, 
Put 
Y = Ker (L( W( U), X) 2 L( W(U), X)) 
s: Y+ Y, (SuKf) = W) 
q: r-+x, q(u) = 1. 
Obviously S is generalized scalar with spectral distribution 
@: c??(C) -+ L(Y), (ww(f) = 4m 
and q intertwines S and T. The surjectivity of q follows, since for x belong- 
ing to the closed unit ball of X and u E B with 1 (u) = x we have q(C) = x, if 
ii is defined as above. 
Remark 1.2. Using the nuclearity of a(@) one can see that the space Y 
constructed above can be replaced by 
8= Ker (JV( W”(U), A’)) 2 .A’“( W(U), X)), 
where JV( I+“‘( U), X) denotes the Banach space of all nuclear operators 
from W”‘(U) into X. Using the natural maps 
“N-(W(U),X)~ W(U)‘&X-a W(U)‘&Y 
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it is not difIicult to see that N( w”(U), X) could also be replaced by 
W”(U)‘GZXor W”(I?J)‘&~X. 
Recall from the preliminaries that TE L(X) is said to possess property (6), 
if 
X=X,(0,)+ ... +x,(B”) 
holds for each open cover C = U, u . . . u U,. Property (6) characterizes 
([2]) up to similarity precisely the operators occurring as quotients of 
decomposable operators, and it is equivalent to the fact that 
O’(U)@XX O’(U)~X 
is onto for each open set U in C (Corollary 1.3.4 in [9]). This is the reason 
for the first part of the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let TE L(X) be a continuous linear operator. 
(a) We shall say that T satisfies property (6),, if 
ftY(C)&X~ b’(C)&X 
is onto. 
(b) If Y, S, q are defined for an arbitrary bounded open set U 2 a(T) 
and an arbitrary integer n 2 0 as at the end of the proof of Theorem 1.1, 
then we shall call (Y, S, q) or simply S a generalized scalar lifting of order n 
for T, if q is onto. 
LEMMA 1.4. Assume that TE L(X) satisfies property (6), and that 
SE L( Y) is a generalized scalar lifting of order n 2 2 for T. Then we have the 
identities 
4 T) = a(S), apt T) = up (9 
Proof We use the notations fixed in the proof of Theorem 1.1. If 
u E L( w”( U), X) satisfies T,u = 0, then supp (u) is contained in a(T). To 
prove this, repeat the arguments given for the V-case in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. Taking into account that the local spectrum Go (p. 1 in 
[S]) coincides with the support of the mapping 
&(a=) -+ x, e + @(e)u (Prop. 111.1.17 in[S]) 
one can easily deduce that as(u) = supp (u) for each u E Y. Therefore we 
obtain the spectral inclusion 
o(S)= u as(u)ca(T). 
UE Y  
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Notice that Z = Ker q is a closed invariant subspace for S with 
u(T)co(S)ua(S)Z). 
Assume that there is a point 3, E a(SI Z) with 1 f+! o(S). Then we could 
choose a vector u E Z such that R(A, S) u does not belong to Z. Because of 
(A-T)qR(1,S)u=qu=O 
the point 1 would be an eigenvalue for T. Therefore the proof of 
Lemma 1.4 is complete as soon as we have shown that a,(T) =0,(S). 
To prove this equality, assume first that p E gP( T). We claim that 
(p-z) FV”‘( U) is not dense in lV’( U). To see this, notice that analogously 
to the ordinary Sobolev embedding theorem one can prove that 
Wn( 17) c C(U) is continuously embedded for n 2 2. Therefore there is a 
non-zero continuous linear form u on w”(U) which vanishes on 
(p-z) w”(U). If x E Ker (p - T) is non-zero, then x 6 u belongs to Y and 
satisfies 
(11 - wxo u)(f) = 4(P - ZV) x = 0 
for all f~ V(U). Thus p E gP (S). 
If conversely, there is a non-zero vector UE Y with (p-S) u =O, then 
P E c,,(T), since for all f~ W”(U) 
(P - T) 4.f) = U((P - z)f) = (P - S) WI = 0. 
We close this section by proving that properties (j)& and (6), are 
stable with respect to nilpotent equivalence. Recall that two operators 
T, RE L(X) on a Banach space X are said to be nilpotent equivalent, if 
there is an integer n 2 0 with 
C(R, T)” + ’ (Z)=C(T, R)n+’ (Z)=O. 
Here C(R, T) is the continuous linear operator defined by 
C( R, T): L(X) --f L(X), A-+RA-AT. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let R, TEL(X) be nilpotent equivalent. Then R satisfies 
property (& (respectively (J),) if and only if T satisfies property (/I)& 
(respectively (J),). 
Proof: Assume that n 2 0 is an integer with 
C(R, T)n+’ (Z)=C(T, R)“+’ (Z)=O. 
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It is well known that in this situation the mapping 
ata=, J-1 --) aa=, XL .I--+.!-*, 
where f* E S(C, X) is defined by 
f*(z)= f (-1)” C(R, T)*(l)? 
k=O 
(a=;) 
is a topological isomorphism. We denote by *f the corresponding function 
obtained from f by exchanging the roles of R and T in the last formula. 
Using formula IIL(4.3) from [18] one can easily deduce that *(f*) =f 
holds for all SE L?‘(@, X). Moreover, an elementary calculation shows that 
(T,f)* = R,(P) 
is valid for all f~ &‘(C, X). Consequently, R satisfies property (j?)b if and 
only if T does. 
Analogously, for u~&“(C)@Xdefine u*~&‘(C)@x by 
u*(q)= f C(R, T)k (I)9 (9 E &@)I. 
k=O 
Then exactly as in the foregoing case it follows that R satisfies property 
(a), if and only if T does. 
If nilpotent equivalence is replaced by quasinilpotent equivalence, the 
statement of Theorem 1.5 is no longer true. To see this, notice that each 
quasinilpotent operator with property (& or property (S), is nilpotent. In 
[3] an example is given (see Prop. 2.1) of a generalized scalar operator T 
and a commuting nilpotent operator N with N2 = 0 such that T+ N is not 
generalized scalar. In view of the last result T + N is both a restriction and 
a quotient of a generalized scalar operator. A much more serious example 
of this type is given in Section 3. 
2. DIVISION OF DISTRIBUTIONS ON THE REAL LINE 
If TE L(X) is a generalized scalar operator, then 
a@, m - Tz a(@, X) 
is a topological monomorphism and 
&yc)~xA &‘(C)&- 
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is surjective. The first property characterizes the restrictions of generalized 
scalar operators, while the second property characterizes the quotients of 
generalized scalar operators, Our next aim is to clarify the situation which 
arises if the complex plane is replaced by the real line. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let TE L(X) be a generalized scalar operator. Then 
t - T: &‘( IF!, X) + &(R, X) is a topological monomorphism if and only ly 
a(T) n R is an open subset of a(T). 
Prooj Throughout the proof we shall assume with no loss of generality 
that IRe ZJ < 7r/2 for all z E a(T). We choose a spectral distribution @ for T 
and define Re T= @(Re z), Im T= @(Im z). The proof proceeds in several 
steps. 
I. The unique analytic function F defined on {(z, w) E @‘; 
(Re zI < (3/2) rc and [Re wJ <n/2} by 
,i: _ eiw 
F(z, w) =-) z # w, 
z-w 
has no zeros. The induced multiplication operator 
9( c - 7@, 7@1, m flt,T) ) 9([-742,421, X) 
is a topological isomorphism. For a, be Iw with a < b we denote by 
&@([a, b], X) the space of all ~EE(IW, X) with supp (f) c [a, b]. Let us 
denote by b,(T, X) the space of all X-valued P-functions f~ b(U, X) on 
the torus with f(e”) = 0 for all t E [ - rr, JI J with (tl > 742. We obtain two 
canonical topological isomorphisms by defining 
8, (U, JJ + a c -71/T 421, n S- J’(t, T).f(e”) (resp. f( e”)). 
If we define A = eiT, then the multiplication operators with [-A on 
b,(U, X) and t - T on 9([ -n/2,742], X) are intertwined by these 
isomorphisms. Remembering that [Re zI < 42 for all z E a(T), it is clear 
that t - T: b(lw, X) -+ d(lw, X) is a topological monomorphism if and only 
if [ - A: d(U, X) --) 6(8, X) is a topological monomorphism. 
II. The topology of &‘(U, X) is generated by the seminorms 
llSIl,= ‘cr IW MI (PE NJ, 
k=-cc 
where (ak)kE + is the sequence of Fourier coefficients off: Notice that 
+CC 
k= -m 
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where the series converges in &‘(U, X). Iff is of this form, then 
(i-A)f== y (ak-1 -Aa,)ik. 
k--m 
By Theorem V.4.5 in [S] there is a natural number m such that 
llUkll = ~(Wl”) for (k( + co 
holds for U = eiRe T. For each integer r the map defined by 
yr: b(‘iT, X) -+ a‘lT, x>, f-f, 
with f, = CzzL g, Uk-rakjk, if f is represented as above, is a topological 
isomorphism. For 1 Al = e-imT we obtain 
((y-IA\) ‘u,f= ‘c” (v-l uk-l-IAIUku,)~k=yl(r-A)f, 
k= -cc 
if the uk, k E Z, are the Fourier coefficients off. Applying the result of part I 
a second time we infer that t - T: b(lR, X) --t b(R, X) is a topological 
monomorphism if and only if the same is true for t -i Im T: 8(R, X) + 
Jw& w. 
III. Assume that cr = a(T) n (@\R) is a closed subset of a(T). Then T 
is reduced by the decomposition 
x= X,(5%)@ X,(G). 
Since (r( TJ X,(o)) n R = 0, we may assume that X,(R) = X. In this case T 
is a generalized scalar operator with real spectrum. It follows from 
Theorem V.4.5 in [S] that T has a spectral distribution (3: 8(C) -+ L(X) 
with @(Im z) =O. By part II it suffices to show that 5 -I: I(T, X) --, 
d(U, X) is a topological monomorphism. This follows for instance from the 
estimates 
k=l 
+ f$ ((k+ lY’-kp) ib-k- l \I 
k-l 
k=l k=l 
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valid whenever p 2 1 is an integer and (ak)ks L is a sequence of Fourier 
coefficients of a function belonging to &(I’, X). 
IV. Conversely, assume that t - T: 6(R, X) -+ &(R, X) is a 
topological monomorphism. In view of part II we may assume that 
T= i Im T. Our first aim is to show that the restriction S of T onto the 
space Y=X,(C\{O}) is invertible. Since S* = T*/X,.(O) is injective 
(see Th.I.3.7 in [7]), the operator S has dense range. Since 
t - S: b(R, Y) + d(R, Y) is a topological monomorphism, there is a closed 
interval J in IL! with 0 E Int(J) such that for a suitable integer n 2 0 and a 
suitable constant c > 0 the estimate 
c IlfP)ll I Il(t - W-II C”(J, Y) 
holds for allfE $( R, Y). Here C”(J, Y) is the Banach space of all Y-valued, 
n-times continuously differentiable functions on J equipped with its 
canonical norm. By the density of b(R, Y) in Cn(J, Y) the above estimate 
holds for each function f in C”(J, Y). Because S is a generalized scalar 
operator with spectrum contained in the imaginary axis, there is an integer 
k 10 with 
Ilmc WI = wl14k) for tEJ\{O}. 
An elementary argument shows that the function f defined on J by 
f(t)={ 
S(n+‘)k+lR(t, S); f#O 
-SC”+ I)&. 3 t=O 
belongs to C”(J, L(Y)). To prove this, notice that 
(n+l)k 
,(,+l)k+l~(~,s)-f(~)= 1 lis(n+l)k-J 
J=o 
holds for t E J\ { O}. The relation 
valid for all x E Y reveals that S is bounded from below on a dense subset 
of Y, and hence on all of Y. Thus we have shown that S is invertible. 
To complete the proof we choose E > 0 such that 
o(S)n {zE@; IzI -cc}=@ 
and show that a(T) contains no point ;1 in C with 0 < [I( < E. If J. is such a 
point, choose a closed set F in @ with ,4 E Int (F) c Fc C\{O}. Then 
because of o(TlX((F)) c a(S) and A#a(T/X,(F)) the point 2 cannot 
belong to a(T). 
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Following some ideas from [IO] we can prove the following apparently 
stronger result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let TE: L(X) be a generalized scalar operator. Then 
~~(R)GX-‘-=T S’(R)@X 
is onto if and only if a(T) A R! is an open subset of a(T)). 
ProoJ: In the special case that X is the dual space of a Banach space Y 
and T is the adjoint of a generalized scalar operator acting on Y the 
assertion follows from Theorem 2.1 using elementary duality results 
(Sect. 33,4. (2) in [13]). 
If t - T: c$‘( R) & X + J”(W) @ X is onto, then the adjoint operator 
t - T’: 6=( R, X’) + 6’( R, X’) 
is a weak topological monomorphism (Sect. 32,3. (4) in [ 131). Here weak 
always refers to the weak topology induced by duality with S’(R) & X. As 
the dual space of a sequentially complete (DF)-space b(R, X’) is weakly 
sequentially complete (Sect. 20,ll. (8) in [ 131). Therefore (t - T’) 8( IF!, X’) 
is in particular closed in the natural (F)-space topology of &‘(lR, X’). But 
then a( T’) n R is an open subset of a( T’) by Theorem 2.1. 
If conversely a(T) n R is an open subset of o(T), then T is the direct 
sum of two generalized scalar operators one of which with real spectrum 
and the other with spectrum contained in C\R. With no loss of generality 
we may therefore assume that T is generalized scalar and has real spec- 
trum. Again by Theorem V.4.5 in [5] there is a continuous algebra 
homomorphism @: b(R) -+ L(X) with @( 1) = I and Q(t) = T. Exactly as in 
Section 4 of [lo] one can prove that for a suitable bounded open set Q in 
R with a(T) c Q there is an integer n 2 0 and a continuous linear operator 
97 H”(Q)gZX-+ X with 
!P(l @x)=x and VU-) = TYf) 
for all XE: X,fe H”(Q)gZX. Here H”(Q) denotes the usual Hilbertian 
Sobolev space of order n on 52. The proof is completed by a glance at the 
commutative diagram 
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To see that the map in the upper horizontal line is surjective apply the 
remarks from the very beginning of this proof to the generalized scalar 
operator 
ff”(Q) + fw-J), f- sf, 
and use Proposition 4.2 from [lo]. Notice that here we have used s to 
denote the argument in 52. Since Y has a continuous right inverse, the 
operator Z@ !ZJ is surjective. Thus also t - T: d’(lR) @ X+ B’(R)& X is 
surjective. 
As a typical application of Theorem 2.2 we prove a division result for 
vector valued distributions on the real line. 
For a complex n-tuple a = (a,, . . . . a,) E Cc” consider the polynomial 
P,(z)=z”+a,z”-‘+ ... +a,~,z+u, 
in one complex variable. If z,, . . . . z, are the roots of P, repeated according 
to their multiplicities, we define 
e(u)= f -L 
4;; IIrn ‘jl 
To see the difference between the real and the complex case one should 
compare the following result with Proposition 5.3 from [lo]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let (s2, A, ,u) be a measure space with u positive 
measure p and let a,, . . . . a, : D + C be bounded measurable functions. Denote 
by 
P(t,A)=t”+u,(A)t”-‘+ ... +a,@) (tER,1ESZ) 
the manic polynomial with coefficients u, , . . . . a,. 
Then for each p with lSpS’c0 the multiplication operator 
~‘(R)~Lp(sZ)+pGY(R)~Lp(Q) is onto ifund only if 
ess sup B(u, (A), ,.., u,(n)) < co. 
leR 
Proof As explained in the proof of Proposition 5.3 from [lo] there are 
bounded measurable functions f,, . . . . fn: D + @ with 
for all t E IF8 and 1 E L2. Therefore the operator of multiplication with P on 
LY( R) 6 Lp(1;2) is surjective if and only if for each i = 1, . . . . n the operator 
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is surjective, which in turn is equivalent to the corresponding statement 
with 9’(R) replaced by 8’(R). But for each bounded measurable function 
g: Q + @ the operator M,: Lp(Q) --f LP(Q),f+ gf, is generalized scalar 
with 
cr(M,) = (z E @; p@(U)) > 0 for each open neighbourhood U of z}. 
It is an easy exercise to verify that a(M,) n R is an open subset of a(M,) 
if and only if there is an E > 0 and a subset N of 52 of measure zero such 
that Im g(n) = 0 or IIm g(n)1 2 E holds for all I E .Q\N. Now it is obvious 
that Corollary 2.3 is just an application of Theorem 2.2. 
Let us remark that in the setting of Corollary 2.3 the surjectivity of 
.ca(R)63LP(l2) -bp 9’(R) @ Lp(0) implies of course the surjectivity of 
9’(tJ)6$Lp(Q)+p 9’(U)@ Lp(12) for all open subsets U of R. We close 
this section with the real counterpart of Proposition 5.2 from [lo]. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let Sz be a connected open set in R”, n 2 1, let 
1 5p 5 co, and let Hp*“(sZ) be the usual Sobolev space of order m E H. Con- 
sider a function f E C”“‘(Q) with the property that f and all its derivatives of 
order less or equal to Jml are bounded on Q. Then the map 
t-f: W(W)@ HP*“(Q) + 9’(R)f$j HP,“‘(Q) 
is onto $ and only if f is real valued or inf, E R I Im f (A)) > 0. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
A continuous linear operator TE L(X) satisfies Bishop’s property (/I) if 
and only if it is the restriction of a decomposable operator. It satisfies 
property (6) if and only if it is the quotient of a decomposable operator. 
Here it suffices to replace properties (B) and (6) by properties (B)8 and 
(a), and to replace the notion of decomposability by that of a generalized 
scalar operator to obtain a true statement. How far can this analogy be 
carried on? 
For instance, an operator TE L(X) is decomposable if and only if T has 
both properties (p) and (6), or equivalently, if T and its adjoint T’ both 
possess property (/I). 
In the present section we shall present an example which shows that the 
corresponding characterizations of generalized scalar operators are not 
only wrong, but fail to be true in a very dramatic way. 
Let TE L(X), SE L( Y), A4 E L(Z) be continuous linear operators on 
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Banach spaces. Assume that there are continuous linear operators i and q 
such that 
O+X’Y y ,z+o 
is a short exact sequence and such that S 0 i = i o T, M o q = q o S. Completely 
analogous to the case of properties (8) and (6) one can prove the following 
result. 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) Zf T and A4 possess property (lj)&, so does S. 
(b) If T and A4 possess property (6),, the same is true for S. 
Proof: It is well known (Prop. 4.2 in [16]) that the exactness is 
inherited on 
0 + 8( @, A-) - B(C, Y) ‘@ly +b(@,Z)+O 
o-+s’(@)~x ‘@Ii > E(C)@ Y I,84 9 s’(@)@>+0. 
By an abuse of language we shall write i instead of I@i and q instead of 
1@ q. To prove (a) assume that T and M posess property ( /?)I and let (f,) 
be a sequence in b( C, Y) with lim, _ ao S, (f,) = 0. Then lim, _ o. M,q(f,) = 
lim n _ o. qS,(f,) = 0 implies that q(fn) tends to zero. Therefore 
lim n _ oo (f, - ig,) = 0 hols for a suitable sequence (g,) in &(C, X). Hence 
lim ,,,,~T,k)=lim,,, S,i(g,) = 0. But this implies successively that 
lim ,,,,gn=O and lim,,,f,=O. 
To prove (b) assume that S and M both possess property (a), and con- 
sider a distribution v E a’(@) & Y. Then there is a distribution u E &F”(C) & Y 
with qS,(u) = M=q(u) = qv. Therefore we can find a distribution 
w~&‘(@)g)Xwith v-S,~=iT~(w)=S,i(w). 
In [2], respectively [8], it was shown that for each continuous linear 
operator TEL(X) there is a short exact sequence 
O+XLY y rZ-+O 
with continuous linear operators i, q such that there are operators 
SEL(Y),MEL(Z) satisfying Soi=ioT,Moq=qoS, and such that Sis a 
quotient of a generalized scalar operator and M is a generalized scalar 
operator. If in this situation T has Bishop’s property (j?), then the operator 
S is decomposable. If T satisfies property (&, the operator S satisfies both 
property (b)& and property (6), . 
Moreover, in [8] it was shown that the above sequence can be chosen 
in such a way that iX= Y,(a(T)) holds, if T has property (B) and 
Int (a(T)) = 0. Let us recall that in [S] the space Y is defined as 
Y= W”(D, X)/TJ(D, X), 
580/84/l-9 
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where D is an arbitrary bounded open set containing a(T) and n 2 3 is an 
arbitrary integer. The operator S is just the operator induced by mul- 
tiplication with the coordinate function 
WI = L-@-l, f~ W”(D, X). 
The embedding i is the canonical map given by 
ix = [xl, x E x. 
THEOREM 3.2. There is a Banach space Y and a continuous linear 
operator SE L(Y) such that S satisfies both property (p)8 andproperty (a),, 
but is not strongly decomposable. 
In view of the preceding remarks it suffices to construct a continuous 
linear operator T with Int (a(T)) = @ which can be extended to a 
generalized scalar operator, but is not decomposable. To this end denote 
for each compact subset K of @ as usual by R(K) the uniform closure of 
the rational functions with poles off K in C(K). The function algebra R(K) 
is normal if and only if the multiplication operator 
T: R(K) + R(K), f + zf 
is a decomposable operator (Prop. 6.6. in [ 151). Therefore Theorem 3.2 is 
proved if we are able to find a compact subset K of C with Int (K) = 0 and 
such that R(K) is not normal. 
Since we have not been able to find such an example in the literature, we 
show how to construct it. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. There is a compact set K in @ with Int (K) = 0 such 
that R(K) is not normal. 
Proof If R(K) is normal, then for each point x E K the Dirac measure 
6, is the only Jensen measure for x (p. 63 in [ 11 I). Since the Jensen 
boundary of K is by definition the set of all x E K such that 6, is the 
only Jensen measure for x, it suffices to find a compact set K in @ with 
Int (K) = 0 such that the Jensen boundary of K is different from K. 
Due to the Wiener criterion [(cf. [6, pp. 290, 2941) a point x E K does 
not belong to the Jensen boundary of K if and only if 
where K, = {z E C\K, 2-“- ’ 5 Iz - XI 5 2-“} and c(K,) denotes the 
logarithmic capacity of K,, (see p. 55 in [17]). 
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Therefore the following “Swiss cheese” can be chosen for K. For each 
integer n 2 1 define D, = {z E C; 2-“- ’ 5 IzI 5 2-“} and choose a sequence 
(Dn,m)mr I of open disks of radii rn,,, sexp( -n32”) such that 
D n,m = InO,), D,,, n bn,k = @ for m #k, and such that D,\U,,, L 1 D,, 
has no interior. Then the compact set 
K= {=a=; Izl 5 l/2}\ u D,,, n,m~l 
has no interior. By Theorem III.17 from [ 171 we have for each integer 
nz1 
1 
log(WKJm 2 1 n,m D ))’ E log(l,c;D m-l n, In ))‘f’ 
Therefore the Wiener criterion implies that 0 does not belong to the Jensen 
boundary of K. 
As an easy consequence we obtain a negative answer to a question raised 
in [lo]. 
COROLLARY 3.4. There is a Banach space Y and a continuous linear 
operator S on Y such that S and s’ both possess property (j?)&, but S is not 
even strongly decomposable. 
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